Abstract. We study a class of adaptive multi-digit tries, in which the numbers of digits rn processed by nodes with n incoming strings are such that, in memoryless model (with n → ∞):
Introduction
Radix search trees or tries, introduced in late 1950's by R. E. de la Briandeis [3] and E. Fredkin [14] have long become one of the most basic and much appreciated concepts in computer science. It is well known, that they enable access to n variable-length strings in O(log n) time (on average), while using only O(n) of space [15] . These fundamental properties remain in force for a large class of statistical models [8, 5, 28] , and are inherited by most of their modifications, such as digital search trees [6, 13] , Patricia tries [16] , bucket tries [26, 15, 12] , and others [4] . Most of the original research on these structures has been done in 1960s-70s.
Nevertheless, in recent years, tries have seen a resurgence of interest in connection with several new modifications, allowing search operations to be executed much faster, typically in O(log log n) time on average [1, 2, 18, 20, 10, 22, 25, 11] . The basic technique that enables such a speed up is called adaptive multi-digit branching [1, 22] . The best known example of such a structure is a level compressed trie (or LCtrie) of Andersson and Nilsson [1] , which simply replaces all complete subtrees in a trie with larger multi-digit nodes 1 (see Fig. 1 .a,b). Other known implementations include "sparse" LC-tries of Nilsson and Tikkanen [19, 20] , which allow the resulting multi-digit nodes to have a certain percentage of empty positions (see Fig. 1 .c), tries with logarithmic branching [22, 25] , etc.
To the best of our knowledge, only LC-tries have been thoroughly analyzed in the past. First results, suggesting that the average depth D LC n of LC-tries in asymmetric memoryless model is O(log log n) and only Θ(log * n) if model is symmetric, were reported by Andersson and Nilsson [1, 2] . A more refined estimate in the symmetric case: D LC n ∼ log * n has been obtained by Devroye [10] . In the asymmetric case, Devroye and Szpankowski [11] , and Reznik [24] have inde-pendently arrived at the following expression:
where h and h −∞ are Shannon and Rényi entropies correspondingly [28] . Analysis of the expected height (longest path length) of LC-tries in memoryless model can be found in [10, 11] .
At the same time, not much is known about other implementations of adaptive tries. Most relevant results in this direction include analysis of basic statistics of multi-digit nodes [24, 25] , and experimental data collected for some specific implementations [19, 20] . Why useful by themselves, however, these results are not sufficient for complete characterization of the average behavior of such structures.
In this paper, we offer a general analysis of a class of tries with adaptive multi-digit branching in memoryless model, which, in various special cases, leads to expressions of average depths for all above mentioned implementations. We use these expressions to compare performance of these structures, and to predict properties of other possible implementations of tries in this class.
Definitions and Main Results
Consider a set S = {s 1 , . . . , s n } of n distinct strings to be used for trie construction. For simplicity, we will assume that these strings contain symbols from a binary alphabet Σ = {0, 1}. 
In the simplest case, when r = 1, this structure turns in to a regular binary trie (see Fig. 1 .a). When r is fixed, this structure is a 2 r -ary trie, which uses r-bits units of input data for branching. When r is variable, we say that this trie belongs to a class of adaptive multi-digit tries. Below we define several important implementations of such data structures.
Definition 2. An LC-trie T LC (S) over S is an adaptive multi-digit trie, in which parameters r are selected to reach the first levels at which there is at least one external or empty node:
over S is an adaptive multi-digit trie, in which parameters r are selected to reach the deepest levels at which the ratio of the number of empty nodes to the total number of nodes is not greater than ε: r = max s :
over S is an adaptive multi-digit trie, in which parameters r for nodes with n incoming strings are calculated using r = log 2 n . Examples of the above defined types of tries are provided in Fig.1 . Observe, that all input strings s 1 , . . . , s n inserted in a trie can be uniquely identified by the paths from the root node to the corresponding external nodes. The sum of lengths of these paths C(T ) = n i=1 |s i | is called an external path length of a trie T , and the value D(T ) = C(T )/n -an average depth of this trie.
In order to study the average behavior of tries we will assume that input strings S are generated by a binary memoryless (or Bernoulli ) source [7] . In this model, symbols of the input alphabet Σ = {0, 1} occur independently of one another with probabilities p and q = 1 − p correspondingly. If p = q = 1/2, such source is called symmetric, otherwise it is asymmetric (or biased ).
Using this model, we can now define the quantity of our main interest:
where the expectations are taken over all possible tries over n strings when parameters of the memoryless source (p and q) are fixed. Average depths of LC-, ε-sparse, and logarithmic tries over n strings will be denoted by D In order to consolidate analysis of these (and possibly many other) implementations of adaptive multi-digit tries, we will assume, that in memoryless model, the numbers of digits r n assigned to their internal nodes with n incoming strings have the following convergence (with n → ∞):
where η is an algorithm-specific constant. For example, it is well known, that convergence (2) takes place for LCtries [21] (see also [9, 2] ). In this case, the constant η becomes:
where h −∞ = − log min(p, q) is a special case of a Rényi's entropy [28] . In a case of ε-sparse LC-tries, an extension of analysis [25] suggests that:
√ log n (pr.), where f (.) is a monotonic function, such that f (1/2) = 0, and
where h g = − log ( √ p q) is another constant depending on the probabilities of the source. It is clear, that our model (2) is sufficient to describe ε-sparse LCtries with ε = 1/2. Finally, the behavior of logarithmic tries can obviously be modelled by (2) with η lg = log 2 .
Our main result for a class of adaptive multi-digit tries is formulated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Consider a class of adaptive multi-digit tries, in which the numbers of digits r n processed by nodes with n incoming strings, in binary memoryless model (with n → ∞):
where η is a constant, such that: h < η h −∞ , where h = −p log p − q log q is the Shannon's entropy of the source, h −∞ = − log min(p, q), and it is assumed that p = q. Then, the average depth D n of such tries over n strings is asymptotically (with n → ∞):
3 Discussion We first notice that when the source is nearly symmetric p → 1/2:
which suggests that in a symmetric case, the average depths of these structures should have a much smaller order. We already know that this is true for LC-tries (whose depth in symmetric case is only O(log * n) [1, 10] ), but now we can predict such an effect for any adaptive trie with η → h (p → 1/2).
We next observe that behavior of LC-tries and their "sparse" variants is not very much different. Thus, by plugging their respective constants, it can be shown that (with n → ∞):
which suggests that sparse LC-tries should be approximately twice faster than LC-tries, and that, contrary to the intuition, this ratio cannot be influenced much by increasing ε.
We also observe that both sparse and dense LC-tries are much more sensitive to the asymmetry of the source than regular tries. Thus, it can be seen that with
At the same time, the sensitivity of logarithmic tries on the asymmetry of the source remains similar to one of regular tries. Thus, it can be shown that with
As obvious, logarithmic tries are the fastest among implementations that we have considered so far. Using the fact that the number of branches in their nodes is approximately equal to the number of passing strings, we can conjecture that the amount of space required by logarithmic tries is O(n log log n), which is slightly larger than O(n) space used by regular tries and LC-tries [15, 27, 2] .
We conclude by pointing out that by using even larger nodes, e.g. with h < η < log 2 in our model (2) , it is possible to design tries that are faster than logarithmic tries. However, the amount of space required by such tries becomes Ω n log 2 η , which in a practical world, might be too much of a price to be paid for a relatively small (in this case, limited to a constant-factor) improvement in speed.
Analysis
We start with deriving recurrent expressions for external path lengths of tries with r n -digit nodes. Lemma 1. Parameters C n (average external path length of adaptive multi-digit tries over n strings) in a binary memoryless model satisfy:
Proof. Consider an r n -digit node processing n strings. Assuming that each of its 2 rn branches have probabilities p 1 , . . . , p 2 r n , and using the standard technique for enumeration of C n in tries [15, 6.3-3] , we can write: 
Recall now that our strings are generated by a binary memoryless source with probabilities p, and q = 1 − p. This means that:
where s i is the number of occurrences of symbol 0 in a string leading to a branch i (1 i 2 r n ). Combining (8) and (9), we arrive at the expression (7) claimed by the lemma.
In order to find a solution of (7) we will use the following, very simple technique. We already know, that for a class of our tries D n = O(log log n), hence we can say that C n = ξn log log n and plug it in (7). Ultimately, this will give us upper and lower bounds for the parameter ξ such that the recurrence (7) holds. If these bounds are tight, then we have successfully deduced the constant factor in the O(log log n) term.
We will need the following intermediate results. For simplicity, here and below we use natural logarithms.
